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Strategy was not invented by business gurus. Strategy only entered management with 
the industrial revolution when one had to organize more people to achieve results. In 
lieu of other concepts, managers took to the military to organize workers. In the 
military strategy has been of great importance for centuries. 

 

However, the question is if strategy as we know it is still relevant today as we dive into 
the digital age? Having been an opera singer I give you my view in three acts. 

 

 

Act One - The Great Frameworks 

 

When I did my MBA at London Business School towards the end of the last century, 
strategy was the Olympic discipline. We could not learn the latest strategic framework 
fast enough as the next fascinating two-by-two matrix was waiting around the corner. 
There were Porter's Five Forces, McKinsey's 7-S. BCG's Growth-Share Matrix and many 
more. All of them have their value but also their limitations, especially in a rapidly 
moving digital age where innovation is the driving force. 

 

My understanding and knowledge of these frameworks were quickly put to the test in 
the real world. Having joined Booz Allen & Hamilton right after my MBA, our team was 
tasked in the year 2000 with envision the future of the mobile internet. I got my first 
mobile phone just four years earlier and was happy that I could use it all over Europe. 
SMS text messages were cumbersome because of missing keyboards. With the 
internet not much older than ten years at that time who would think that anyone 
would use the internet on a mobile phone? 

 

We even published a paper about our findings. Among the killer apps we saw were 
email and messaging, sports news, online games, and even banking! It is good to read 
such a paper almost twenty years later and to see that we were pretty right. However, 
we missed one big thing – the camera. The first digital cameras were just arriving in 
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2000. Who would have believed that one can make them so small to fit them into a 
mobile phone and that it would have a fantastic quality?  

 

The mobile internet put telecommunication companies into a difficult strategic spot. 
Should they become media companies or focus on providing the pipes for the content? 
Many telcos tried to become media companies - and failed miserably. Even the best 
strategic frameworks did not help here anymore. Something else was required. 

 

 

Act Two – Speed and Dynamic 

 

While studying at London Business School, I became fascinated with System Dynamics 
and even wrote my master thesis in that subject. System Dynamics has two significant 
advantages over strategic frameworks – it recognizes that everything we do has 
effects on a much larger system and that systems are never stable but dynamic. The 
broader impact and the dynamic environment has never been more real than in today's 
digital world. 

 

One of the great pioneers of System Dynamics was Pierre Wack, who developed and 
headed the scenario planning team at Royal Dutch Shell. This methodology allowed 
the Shell executives to discuss the energy crisis of 1973, the price shock of 1979, the 
collapse of the oil market in 1986, the fall of the Soviet Union, the rise of Muslim 
radicalism and more before anyone even thought that something could happen at all. 
However, scenario planning is not about predicting the future. It is about making 
management fit to think through various scenarios and to prepare accordingly. Think 
about it like a flight simulator. Every pilot is subjected to situations in the simulator, 
she hopefully will never experience in real life. However, having gone through the 
exercise enables the pilot to react appropriately should any such situation ever 
happen. 

 

In the digital world, we have and work with tools derived from System Dynamics, be it 
Agile Development, Minimum Viable Products, or many others. These tools allow us to 
work more efficiently and more successfully in a fast-moving and uncertain world. 
Nevertheless, it all comes back to people. 
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Act Three – It's the People 

 

Before coming to people, it is essential to note that innovation happens in two 
distinctively different ways – Evolution and Revolution. Evolution is the continuous 
improvement of existing products and services. Revolution is the breakthrough 
disruptive products and services which nobody was able to foresee.  

 

With these two different ways of innovation in mind, one needs to note that any 
company needs people for both paths – for evolution and for revolution. Having 
consulted many companies over twenty plus years, I have often heard CEOs 
complaining that their teams are not revolutionary enough, that no breakthroughs are 
happening. They have often ignored the tremendous evolutionary work their teams 
did. 

 

A revolutionary approach cannot be dictated. No one will become a revolutionary 
innovator overnight. A company can only prepare the stage, put the systems and 
parameters in place for revolutionary innovation to happen. Also, even with the best 
systems and parameters, there is no guarantee. Investing in revolutionary innovation 
is high-risk. If it works, the payoff is immense. The probability for failure is significantly 
higher than for success.  

 

When thinking about setting the stage for revolutionary innovation, Warren Bennis 
offers excellent advice and useful case studies in his book, "Organizing Genius." My 
take away from this book and what I have seen myself, I see three issues which need 
to be considered: 

 

- Independence: Any team tasked with radical and revolutionary innovation need 
to work entirely independently. Apple still flies the pirate flag at its 
headquarters, recognizing the time when Steve Jobs and his team went out to 
develop the Macintosh. He and his team were able to operate autonomously 
and away from the already successful company. No HR policies, org charts, 
reporting lines, or any other parts of a large organization applied. An innovation 
team needs independence and self-organization. 

 

- Recognition: When I took over as CFO of a telecom integrator company, I was 
surprised to see that programmers loved beautiful code and would leave hints 
about themselves in their code. They wanted and needed recognition, but not 
in the obvious way of "Employee of the Month" or so, but in a way which was 
aligned to their work and their role. They wanted to be recognized as a team. 
When you crack an Apple Macintosh open, you will find all the signatures of the 
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original development team on the metal frame hidden away from anyone to 
see it but still recognizing them and their revolutionary work. 

 
- Ambassador: Last but not least, one needs to take care of the communication 

and connection between an innovation team and the company – between the 
pirates and the mothership. This role is best filled with a mentor personality, a 
seasoned person accepted by the pirates but also having the ear of the 
executive management of the company. It is a challenging role mitigating 
between the need for independence, the drive for excellence, and the 
management of resources and expectations.  

 

Addressing these three issues and taking them seriously will enhance the potential for 
success.  

 

 

When thinking of the Global Mobility Alliance I believe that there is the chance of 
addressing the many exciting but also daunting issues of the future together. Doing 
so will make each individual club more successful. Most clubs do not have the critical 
size nor the global outlook to successfully address issues from self-driving cars, climate 
activism, the sharing economy, drones, and much more themselves. Together these 
clubs with their different histories and experience have a unique chance of pooling 
their resources to address the future. 

 

Such cooperation can start with a joint innovation and entrepreneurship program for 
innovation managers and high potentials taught on a global level online and with 
physical meetings. Later on, one could envision a joint international incubator program 
for mobility startups and ideas. This could even lead to a collective investment vehicle 
to grow the best ideas and startups. 

 

The future is in our hands. It has already started. 

 
Bernhard Kerres 


